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ABSTRACT 

Introduction: Mammography is a simple and effective tool in early detection of breast lesions. However 
its sensitivity is less in dense breast. The aim of the study is to see whether addition of ultrasonography 
adds on to the diagnostic value by finding more breast lesions in evaluation of mammographic dense 
breasts or not.  

Methods: The hospital data of all the patients who underwent mammography in the Department of 
Radiology of Shree Birendra Hospital, Kathmandu over a period of two and a half years from November 
2017 to April 2020 were retrieved and retrospectively analyzed. The mammographic findings of patients 
with dense breast were compared with the corroborative ultrasonographic findings. Discrepancy in 
positive findings between the two imaging modalities was studied.    

Results: Out of 536 patients studied, 238 patients had mammographic dense breast. Comparative study 
showed 82 cases with positive findings on mammography alone, compared to 114 cases with positive 
findings on combined mammography and ultrasonography with p-value < 0.05 which is statistically 
significant. 

Conclusions: Ultrasonography is a useful additional imaging modality in evaluation of mammographic 
dense breast by finding more breast lesions compared to Mammography alone. 
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INTRODUCTION           
Mammography is a simple and effective tool in 
early detection of breast lesions. However its 
sensitivity is reduced in dense breasts. Overall, the 
sensitivity of mammography for the detection of 
breast cancer is 77.6%; however, the sensitivity of 
mammography is reduced to 48% in the densest 
breast.1 Moreover, mammographic density is a 
strong risk factor for breast cancer, risk being four 
to five times greater in women with dense breast.2 

Dense breast has been accounted for a 50% of 
cancers detected in less than 12 months after a 
negative screening examination. This is probably 
due to cancers that were present at the time of 
screening and were not detected because of 
masking by dense breast tissue.3 Breast density as 
an important risk factor for development of breast 
cancer has been shown in several other studies.4,5  

Ultrasonography is yet another simple and easily 
accessible investigation used to evaluate breast 
lesions. This has been widely used in our country 
for decades . Many s tudies have shown 
ultrasonography to be an effective second line 
screening tool in evaluation of women with dense 
breast on mammography by detection of otherwise 
occult small breast cancers.1,6-8 The aim of this 
study is to assess the role of ultrasonography as a 
supplemental imaging modality in adding 
diagnostic value in evaluation of patients with 
dense breasts on mammography by comparing the 
findings of Mammography alone with combined 
mammo-ultrasonography. 

METHODS 
This is a retrospective study carried out at the 
Department of Radiology, Shree Birendra 
Hospital , Chhauni, Kathmandu over a period of 
two and a half years, from November 2017 to April 
2020. All the mammographic studies performed 
during that period were retrieved and reviewed. 
Breast composition was assessed and the density of 
the breast was categorised according to the 
Amer ican Col lege of Radio logy (ACR) 
classification.9 Category C and D were considered 
as dense breasts. Ethical approval was taken from 
IRB of the institute. 

Out of 536 mammographies performed during that 
period, only 238 studies showed dense breast 

composition and were included in the study. 
Mammographic findings of each case were 
reviewed in terms of morphological characters like, 
mass, asymmetry, architectural distortion, 
calcification and assigned a BIRADS scoring 
system.9 All category D cases were assigned 
BIRADS 0, irrespective of any findings seen on 
mammography or not. Each case was further 
compared with the corroborative ultrasonographic 
findings retrieved from the database and final 
BIRADS system assigned. Discrepancy in positive 
findings between the two imaging modalities was 
studied. Chi-square test was used for comparison of 
positive findings between two groups. A ‘p’ value    
< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

RESULTS 
During the study period of two and a half years, 
238 cases with dense breast composition were 
enrolled in the study. Majority of the patients were 
in the age group of 40 to 49 years. Primary 
indication was mastalgia (35.2 %), followed by 
palpable lump (12.6 %). 51 cases (21.4 %) were 
asymptomatic and came for routine screening. 
0.8% cases were known cases of carcinoma breast 
on follow up (Table 1). 

Among the 238 cases of dense breast composition 
reviewed on mammogram, 188 cases (78.9 %) were 
of category C and 50 cases (21%) were of category 
D (Table 2). 

Mammographic evaluation was indeterminate in 39 
cases (16.3%)  cases, requiring additional imaging. 
117 cases (49.1 % ) were normal. 82 cases (34.4%) 
had positive findings, out of which calcification 
was most common finding (42.6%). Final 
combined mammographic plus ultrasonographic 
evaluation showed normal findings in 124 cases 
(52.1%) and positive findings in 114 cases (47.8%). 
(Table 3, Chart 1). 

Mammographic evaluation revealed 53 cases 
(22.2%) of BIRADS II lesions which increased to 
77 cases (32.3%) on final scoring after 
corroboration with ultrasonography findings (Table 
4). 

Comparative study showed 82 cases with positive 
findings on mammogram, compared to 114 cases 
with positive findings on combined mammogram 
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and sonogram. A chi-square test of independence 
was performed, which showed the increase in 
number of positive findings was significant with p-
value < 0.05 (Table 5).            

DISCUSSION                
The study group comprised women of mostly 40-49 
years of age. Commonest indication was mastalgia 
followed by screening and palpable breast lump. 
Large number of cases had evidence of dense breast 
(ACR catergory C and D) which is comparable to a 
cohort study conducted by Kerlikowse et al. which 
showed approximately 47% of women undergoing 
s c r e e n i n g m a m m o g r a p h y t o h a v e 
mammographically dense breasts.10 Majority of 
dense breasts were of ACR category C, consisting 
of heterogeneously dense breasts.           

Extensive mammographic breast density is one of 
the factors that may lower the sensitivity of 
mammography. And, a t the same t ime, 
mammographic density is a strong risk for breast 
cancer.11 The fact that mammographic density is 
also an important risk factor for breast cancer was 
first recognised by Wolfe in the 1970s.12 This 
observation has since been confirmed in more than 
40 studies, the vast majority of which have shown 

an association between increased mammographic 
density and the risk of breast cancer. McCormack 
VA and colleagues in 2006 showed evidence that 
increasing breast density is associated with an 
increased risk of breast cancer and that the 
magnitude of this association is 4.64 fold for the 
most dense (≥ 75%) compared with the least dense 
category (< 5%).13 Byrne and colleagues also 
reported that 28% of cancers were attributable to 
having 50% or greater breast density.14 Hence, it 
becomes imperative to further evaluate the patients 
with mammographic dense breast with additional 
imaging modality.          

In our study, we added ultrasonography as a 
supplemental imaging modality in evaluation of 
dense breasts and found that ultrasonography 
reported more solid and cystic lesions compared to 
mammography alone. Not only was there increase 
in total number of findings, there was also increase 
in number of BIRADS IV and BIRADS V lesions. 
There was also improved detection of cysts and 
dilated ducts. Also, statistically significant 
difference was seen between the normal findings 
and positive findings detected on mammography 
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Table 1. Indications for mammography 

Indication for Mammograpy Frequency %

Mastalgia 84 35.2

Screening 51 21.4

Lump 30 12.6

Discharge 10 4.2

Miscellaneous 
(Retraction of nipple, rash, 
erythema etc)

13 5.4

Combination of symptoms 48 20.1

Follow up 2 0.8

Table 2. Breast composition  

Breast composition Frequency %

Category C 188 78.9

Category D 50 21

Table 3. Findings 

Findings Mammography 
alone

Combined 
Imaging

Frequency % Frequency %
Indeterminate 39 16.3 0 0
Normal 117 49.1 124 52.1
Positive 82 34.4 114 47.8
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Figure 1. Positive Mammographic findings 
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alone versus combined mammography and 
ultrasonography.                 

The low sensitivity of mammogram is due to the 
fact that dense breast tissue appears white, as do 
breast cancer and other solid lesions, which is why 
dense tissue can sometimes obscure a cancer. In 
contrast, dense tissue is echogenic on ultrasound, 
while breast cancer is hypoechoic. Ultrasound 
leverages the differences in tissue characteristics to 
improve cancer detection in women with dense 
breasts.15 Similar is the case with cystic lesions. 
Ultrasonography has the advantage of not only 
picking up smaller lesions and differentiating solid 
from cyst, but it also helps in further characterizing 
different types of solid lesions like lipoma, 
fibroadenoma, intramammary lymph nodes etc. 
Another impor tan t added advan tage o f 
ultrasonography is direct visualization of the 
mammary ducts which is not possible with 
mammography. These factors also led to change in 
the final combined BIRADS category compared to 
the mammographic BIRADS alone, with increased 
detection of benign as well a malignant lesions. 

Benefit of adding ultrasonography has been 
described in many studies.16,22 Kaplan and 
colleagues evaluated the performance of screening 
ultrasound in patients with dense breast and 
negative findings at clinical examination and 
mammography and found a diagnostic yield of 
three additional cancers per 1000 women.23 In 
2003, Leconte et al. compared the sensitivities of 

mammography with subsequent ultrasonography 
and found that the result was not statistically 
significant in patients with non-dense tissue, 
however, in patients with dense breast tissue, the 
sensitivities were 56% for mammography and 88% 
for mammography plus ultrasonography, a 
statistically significant finding.6 In 2012, Berg and 
colleagues also reported the sensitivity of 
mammography combined with ultrasonography 
was higher than that for mammography alone 
(77.5% vs. 50%).24 This study shows that in 
mammographic dense breast, addition of 
ultrasonography can lead to detection of more 
number of solid as well as cystic lesions compared 
to mammography alone.                 

This study has been limited by the fact that it is a 
single centric study with limited number of cases. 
Since our centre is located in central Nepal, our 
study might not reflect the picture of the entire 
country. However, it is recommended that our 
results should be validated with further multi 
centric and more extensive research in the days 
ahead. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Mammography is extremely helpful in detecting 
breast lesions, however; its sensitivity decreases in 
dense breasts, requiring additional imaging. 
Ultrasonography being readily available in most 
parts of our country can be combined with 
mammography in evaluation of dense breast for 
early identification of benign as well as malignant 
lesions.  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Table 4. BIRADS Category 

BIRADS 
Category

Mammography 
alone

Combined Imaging

Frequency % Frequency %
O 39 16.3 0 0
I 117 49.1 124 52.1
II 53 22.2 77 32.3
III 16 6.7 20 8.4
IV 8 3.3 11 4.6
V 3 1.2 4 1.6
VI 2 0.8 2 0.8

Table 5. Comparison between findings of  
mammography alone and combined mammo- 

ultrasonography 

Positive 
findings

Normal / 
Indeterminate

p-value

Mammography 
alone

82 156 0.0028

Combined 
mammo-
ultrasonography

114 124
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